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Abstract
A relaxed notion of category is presented having in mind the categorical caracteriza
tion of the mechanisms for combining probabilistic automata since the composition
of the appropriate morphisms is not always dened A detailed discussion of the
required notion of morphism is provided The partiality of composition of such
morphisms is illustrated at the abstract level of countable probability spaces The
relevant fragment of the theory of the proposed precategories is developed including
constrained products and Cartesian liftings Precategories are precisely placed in
the universe of neocategories Some classical results from category theory are shown
to carry over to precategories Other results are shown not to hold in general As
an application the precategorical universal constructs are used for characterizing
the basic mechanisms for combining probabilistic automata aggregation intercon
nection and state constraining
Key words neocategory precategory Cartesian lifting
probabilistic automaton aggregation interconnection
 Introduction
Many relaxed notions of category have been studied with dierent motiva
tions in mind starting with Ehresmanns work on neocategories  which was
continued in 	 More recently Herrlich and his associates have been work
ing on semicategories 
	 All these notions can be seen as special cases of
compositional graphs where composition of f  A  B and g  B  C is
not always dened	 The dierences consist of dierent laws for the identity
and associativity	 Of course categories are recovered when composition of

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arrows of the right types is a total operation and the classical identity and
associativity laws hold	
We became interested in a relaxed notion of category when trying to
provide a categorical characterization of the mechanisms for combining prob
abilistic automata	 Indeed to this end the required notion of morphism is
clear but leads to morphism composition as a partial operation	 Then the
problem was to identify the strongest identity and associativity laws holding
in the envisaged structures	 In the end we assume that i left and right
compositions with identities are always dened ii the classical identity laws
hold and iii the following law holds with respect to associativity

if f  g and g  h are both dened then either f  g  h and f  g  h are
both undened or they are both dened and equal	
Clearly this notion of precategory is a special case of the notion of neocat
egory but this particular choice of assumptions has not deserved attention so
far possibly for lack of application motivation	 Now this choice does deserve
attention since it allows the characterization of the mechanisms for combining
probabilistic automata as we describe in detail herein	 Clearly precategories
will also be useful for studying mechanisms for relating and combining random
variables and stochastic processes in general but we refrain to do so in this
paper	 For further results on the properties of precategories namely about ad
junctions see 	 For unrelated work on categorical aspects of probabilistic
structures see 	
Probabilistic automata  are central in the eld of probabilistic meth
ods namely for providing the appropriate semantic domain see for instance
	 Herein we tackle the problem of aggregating interconnecting and
constraining probabilistic automata having in mind future work in compos
itional verication of probabilistic systems	 The objective here is to provide
a categorical characterization of these mechanisms for relating and combin
ing probabilistic automata following the so called categorical imperative of
	 In fact we have to adopt the precategorical point of view given that
precategories are the appropriate structures for this work	
We start the paper by rst presenting and justifying the choice of a measure
preserving map as the candidate to the notion of morphism between probab
ility spaces using a motivating example about probabilistic automata	 We
provide a simple example showing that composition of morphisms is a par
tial operation	 Then we proceed by proposing the denition of precategory
and developing the relevant fragment of the theory of precategories including
constrained products and Cartesian liftings	 We prove that some results
carry over from category theory and point out some results that do not hold
in general for precategories	 Among these we show that products may not
be unique up to isomorphism in a precategory but we are able to provide a
useful sucient condition for them to be unique up to isomorphism as desired
for applications in mind	

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In the second part of the paper we build upon the precategory of probability
spaces in order to obtain the envisaged category of deterministic probabilistic
automata and dene aggregation interconnection and constraining of such
automata as universal constructions	 These concepts extend to probabilistic
automata the established denitions of aggregation and interconnection of
classical nonprobabilistic automata or transition systems as explored for
example in 
	
We assume that the reader is familiar with the use of probabilistic auto
mata the notions of aggregation and interconnection of nonprobabilistic auto
mata and the basics of category theory	 We also use Cartesian liftings that
are presented from rst principles in 	
 What morphism
The key problem in following the categorical imperative of  when deal
ing with probabilistic automata is to nd the right notion of morphism
between two such automata	 We expect to obtain aggregation as a categorical
product and interconnection as a Cartesian lifting following the program of
 originally developed for processes and classical nonprobabilistic trans
ition systems	
It is worthwhile to see how the goal of obtaining aggregation as a product
helps in choosing the candidate to morphism	 Consider two probabilistic auto
mata m

and m

and their aggregation m	 Assume that s

and s

are states
of m

and m

 respectively	 Then we want hs

 s

i to be a state of the aggreg
ation m	 Furthermore assuming that the probability distributions of the two
given automata at these states are as in Fig	  then we want the probability
distribution of the aggregation at hs

 s

i to be as in Fig	 	 That is let p

be the probability of going from say a state s

to a state r

in m

and p

the probability of going from s

to r

in m

	 Then it is clear that in m the
probability of going from hs

 s

i to hr

 r

i should be p

 p

	 Therefore we
want the joint probability distribution assuming independence	
On the other hand from the perspective of category theory since we want
m to be a categorical product it is easy to see that the envisaged notion of

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morphism should be a map between the state spaces with some additional
requirements on the probabilities	 Indeed if we forget for the moment the
transition relation and associated probabilities an automaton is just a set of
states and the aggregation we described is just the Cartesian product of the
given state spaces	
Recall that see for instance  in all its generality a probability space
is a triple hB P i where  is a nonempty set the outcome space B is a
algebra over  ie B     B B closed for complements B closed for
countable unions and P  B  R


the probability map such that P   
and P 

nN
B
n
 
X
nN
P B
n
 for every family fB
n
g
nN
such that B
n
 B for
every n  N and B
n
 B
m
  for every n  m  N	 But we do not need
to work with such generality for the purpose of studying nite even countable
automata	 To this end it is sucient to work with the following notion of
countable probability presentation	
Denition  A probability presentation is a pair h pi where  is a count
able nonempty set and p   R


is a map such that
X

p  	
Obviously every such probability presentation h pi induces a probability
space by taking the whole  as the algebra that we denote in the sequel
by h  P i	
Returning to the problem of choosing the appropriate notion of morphism
from the discussion above it is clear that we want it to be such that the cat
egorical product of two probability presentations reect the notion of product
of probability distributions	 Hence it should be a map between the outcome
spaces with some requirements on the probabilities	 We expect to have to im
pose some preservation of probability	 Furthermore it is necessary to consider
with care the case where the map of outcomes is not surjective since this is
imperative for constraining	 Hence we are led to the following denition
Denition  A probability presentation morphism f  h pi  h

 p

i is a
map f   

such that P

B

 f  P f

B

 P

f	
This denition also reects the intuitions we had a priori on Cartesian lift

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ings for interconnecting probabilistic automata and hence probability present
ations	 Incidentally this notion when the map is probabilistically surjective
that is the probability of the image of the source outcome space is  collapses
into the classical notion of measure preserving transformation as dened for
instance in 	 Such transformations are by denition probabilistically surject
ive and behave well with respect to composition	 However precisely because
of the Cartesian lifting we need to work with nonsurjective morphisms which
reserve the surprise of not always composing as illustrated in Fig	 	
Indeed although both f and g are probability presentation morphisms
letting h be the map g  f  P

fvg  hfa bg  P

fvg  
 but on
the other hand P h

fvg P

hfa bg   and therefore h is not a
probability presentation morphism	 In other words the requirement on prob
ability preservation characteristic of the proposed notion of morphism is not
respected by the composition of maps	 The partiality of composition of prob
ability presentation morphisms is at rst sight very bad news indeed we are
thrown out of the scope of category theory Fortunately we are able to choose
one specic relaxed notion of category in order to encompass the partiality
of composition of morphisms and the appropriate identity and associativity
laws setting up the proposed notion of precategory and showing that some of
the relevant techniques and results of classical category theory are preserved	
 Precategories
In the sequel concerning partially dened expressions we say that E

 E

i both E

and E

are dened and are equal or both are undened	
Denition  A precategory is a tuple S  hOHom id i where O is a
class of objects Hom  fHomABg
ABO
where each HomAB is a
class of morphisms from A to B id  fid
A
g
AO
where id
A
 HomAA for
every A  O   HomAB  HomBC  HomAC is a partial map
such that f  id
A
 f  id
B
 f  f  if f  g and g  h are both dened then
f  g  h  f  g  h	
As usual when necessary we use jSj Hom
S
and 
S
to denote the objects
the morphisms and the composition of S respectively	

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Note that the associativity requirement for composition is very weak	 We
chose it as strong as applicable to the envisaged precategory of probability
presentations	 Later on we shall see a couple of results of category theory
that are not carried over to precategories precisely because of the weakness of
the associativity requirement	
The notion of precategory as proposed above is a special case of the no
tion of neocategory	 It is worthwhile to place more precisely precategories in
the universe of weaker concepts of categories	 The notion of compositional
graph is the weakest one a graph endowed identities and partial composition
without any laws on identity and associativity	 A neocategory  is a compos
itional graph fullling the strong identitivity law left and right compositions
with identities are always dened and the classical identity laws hold	 A
semicategory 
 is a compositional graph fullling the weak identitivity law
the identity laws hold whenever the compositions exist and the strictly as
sociative law if f  g and g h are both dened so are f  gh and f  g h
and they are equal	
Precategories are neocategories since they are strongly identitive composi
tional graphs	 With respect to associativity the proposed law of precategories
well associativity is one of the weakest although we might conceive working
with a weaker one if both f  gh and f  g h exist then they are equal	
Note that the well associativity law can be stated for arbitrary length
compositions call it 	well associativity	 Clearly 	well associativity implies
well associativity	 But not the other way around except in special cases	 Later
on we shall see that some useful precategories material over a category
also fulll the 	well associativity	
 Some universal constructions in precategories
The notions of cone and limit over a diagram from classical category theory
are adopted without any change for precategories	 For example a product
of A

and A

is the triple hA

 A

 

 

i where 

 A

 A

 A

and
mutatis mutandis for the other projection such that for any A and morphisms
g

 A  A

 g

 A  A

there is a unique u  A  A

 A

such that


 u  g

and 

 u  g

	
As in the theory of categories the product is a terminal cone in the prec
ategory of commutative cones f

 A  A

 f

 A  A

over the discrete
diagram composed of A

and A

	
Of course we would like to have limits unique up to isomorphism	 Note
that in a precategory we say that f  A  B is an isomorphism i there is
a morphism g  B  A such that f  g  id
B
and g  f  id
A
	 Note that
according to our conventions these equalities imply that both f  g and g  f
exist	
We start with a negative result limits are not unique up to isomorphism
in an arbitrary precategory	 However we soon discovered that in the prec

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ategory of probability presentations existing limits were isomorphic	 And we
managed to establish a positive result exploiting the forgetful functor from
the precategory of probability presentations to the category of sets	 There
fore it is worthwhile to establish the notions of prefunctor and of material
precategory over a precategory which we proceed to do	
When dealing with partial functions we write as usual f  g for denoting
that gx is dened and equal to fx whenever fx is dened	
Denition  A prefunctor from precategory S to precategory S

is a pair
F  hF

 F

i where F

 jSj  jS

j F

 fF
AB
g
ABjSj
where each F
AB
is a
map fromHom
S
AB to Hom
S

F

A F

B such that F
AA
id
A
  id
F

A
and fg	F
AC
f  g  fg	F
BC
f  F
AB
g	
It is easy to verify for instance that prefunctors preserve isomorphisms	
Adapting from the theory of functors we say that a prefunctor is faithful i
F
AB
is injective for every AB in jSj	 As usual we may write F A for F

A
and F f for F

f	
Denition  A precategory S is said to be a material precategory over a
precategory R i there exists a map F

 jSj  jRj such that
i Hom
S
AB  Hom
R
F

A F

B
ii id
A
 id
F

A

iii for every f  Hom
S
AB g  Hom
S
BC
f 
S
g 



f 
R
g provided that f 
R
g  Hom
S
AC
undened otherwise
	
A material precategory over a category has many interesting properties as
we shall see below	 But it is worthwhile to point out immediately that such
a material precategory over a category satises the 	well associativity law	
That is well associativity holds for compositions of arbitrary length	
PropDenition  The faithful prefunctor F  S  R induced by a ma
terial precategory S over R is the pair hF

 
i	
Therefore we look at materialness as the precategory counterpart of con
creteness of categories	 For details on concrete categories see for instance 	
We now state a lemma that will be used several times in the sequel	
Lemma  Let F  S  R be the prefunctor induced by a material precat
egory S over R Then F f 
R
F g  id
F A

 f 
S
g  id
A

Proof By hypothesis we have F f 
R
F g  id
F A
	 Thus by requirement
 of Denition 	 f 
R
g  id
F A
	 Hence by requirement  f 
R
g  id
A
	
Since id
A
is a morphism in S by requirement  f 
S
g  f 
R
g	 Therefore
f 
S
g  id
A
	 
Proposition  Limits are unique up to isomorphism in a material precat
egory over a category provided that the induced prefunctor preserves limits

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Proof Let S be a material precategory over a category R	 Let F be the
induced prefunctor that preserves limits objects	 Let C and C

be limits of
some diagram d in S with the morphisms u  C

 C and u

 C  C

provided by the universal property	 Then F C and F C

 are limits in R of
d with morphisms F u and F u

 provided by the universal property	 Because
R is a category we have that F u 
R
F u

  id
F C
and F u

 
R
F u 
id
F C


	 Hence by Lemma 	 we conclude that u
S
u

 id
C
and u


S
u  id
C

and as a consequence C and C

are isomorphic in S	 
Unfortunately we need a further concept related to limits	 In many ap
plications the universal property applies only to a subclass of the cones at
hand	 We are thus led to the notion of constrained limit	 And we further
prove that uniqueness up to isomorphism is also valid for such constrained
limits in a precategory material over a category where the induced prefunctor
maps such constrained limits to limits	 We delay until the next section the
discussion of a concrete example of constrained limit	
As already pointed out above and illustrated for the case of the product
construction a limit over a given diagram is dened as the terminal cone in
the precategory of the cones over the diagram	 Of course such a terminal cone
may not exist	
In addition if we are given a predicate  on such cones the constrained
limit over the given diagram is dened as the terminal cone in the full sub
precategory of the cones fullling  over the diagram	 Again such a terminal
cone may not exist	
Proposition 	 Constrained limits are unique up to isomorphism in a ma
terial precategory over a category provided that the induced prefunctor maps
constrained limits in limits
Proof Straightforward adaptation of the proof of Proposition 		 
Clearly we could have obtained Proposition 	 as a simple corollary of
Proposition 		 But for the sake of easier understanding we preferred to
present the result about limits on its own	
Finally we consider Cartesian liftings useful later on for interconnecting
probabilistic automata within the scope of precategories	
Denition 
 A Cartesian lifting by the prefunctor F  S  R for u  X 
Y in R at object B of S is a morphism f  A  B in S such that F f  u
and satises the following universal property for any morphisms g  C  B
and w  Z  X such that uw  F g there is a unique morphism h  C  A
such that F h  w and f  h  g	
Now we have a positive result on the uniqueness up to isomorphism of
Cartesian liftings in precategories
Proposition  Let S be a material precategory over a category R The
domain of a Cartesian lifting by the induced prefunctor F is unique up to

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isomorphism
Proof Let A and A

be the domains of two Cartesian liftings by F for u at
B	
BA
A


f

	
f

A
AU
h

A
AK
h
F  S  R
YX
X

u

	
u
A
AU
id
X
A
AK
id
X
We have F h  F h

  id
X
 thus by Lemma 	 h  h

 id
A
and
F h

  F h  id
X
 thus h

 h  id
A

	 
 Probability presentations
In this section we explore the precategory Prob of probability presentations	 It
is straightforward to verify that probability presentations and their morphisms
constitute a precategory	 Furthermore the precategory Prob is material over
the category Set with induced prefunctor Out	
In the sequel the following lemma will be useful when checking if a map
between outcome spaces constitutes a probability presentation morphism	
Lemma  Let h pi h

 p

i be probability presentations and f    

a
morphism in Set Then f  h pi  h

 p

i is a morphism in Prob whenever
P

f

g  f  P f

f

g P

f for every 

in 


As motivated before we would like to obtain the product probability dis
tribution as the categorical product unique up to isomorphism since Prob is
material over the category Set	 However products do not always exist in
Prob	 What we can achieve in Prob is the existence in all cases of the so called
independent products the universal property is guaranteed only for inde
pendent cones corresponding to two independent random variables	 So we
are in the presence of a constrained limit in the terminology of the previous
section	
Denition  An independent cone in Prob is a cone hh pi g

 g

i where
g

 h pi  h

 p

i and g

 h pi  h

 p

i are morphisms in Prob such
that P g

B

  g

B

  P g

B

 P g

B

	
In such an independent cone g

and g

behave as two independent random
variables respectively over 

and 

	 Note that to verify if a cone is an
independent one it is sucient to check if the condition holds for singleton
sets B

and B

	
Denition  Let h

 p

i and h

 p

i be probability presentations	 An
independent product of h

 p

i and h

 p

i in Prob is a terminal independent
cone in the class of independent cones over h

 p

i and h

 p

i	
Proposition  Let h

 p

i and h

 p

i be probability presentations An in
dependent product of h

 p

i and h

 p

i is hh pi 

 

i  h

 p

i  h

 p

i
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where   



 ph

 

i  p



 p



 

and 

are the projection
maps
Proof
i It is straightforward to verify that hh pi 

 

i is an independent cone	
ii We now prove the envisaged universal property	 Let f

 h

 pi 
h

 p

i and f

 h

 p

i  h

 p

i be morphisms in Prob constituting
an independent cone and f  

  the unique morphism in Set such
that 

 f  f

and 

 f  f

	 We have to show that f is a morphism
in Prob	 We start by proving two preliminary results
a Let A  fh

 

i  h

 

i  f

  ph

 

i  g and
B  f

 

 f



p



  gf

 

 f



p



  g	
Then A  B	

A  B straightforward	

B  A 


 f



  p



    

 f



  p



  

P

f



  f



    p



    p



  

f



  f



    p



    p



  

h

 

i  f

  ph

 

i  	
b P f

  P

f



 P

f



	
P f

  P fh

 

i  h

 

i  f

  ph

 

i  g 
P f

 

 f



  p



  g  f

 

 f



  p



 
g  P

f

 

 f



  p



  g  P

f

 

 f



 
p



  g  P

f



 P

f



	
iii Finally we show that f is a morphism in Prob that is
P

f

h

 

i P f

  P fh

 

ig  f


We just consider the case when h

 

i  f


P

f

h

 

iP f

  P

f



 f



P f

 
P

f



 P

f



 P

f



 P

f



 
P

f

g  f



 P

f

g  f



 
P fh

 

ig  f

	 
Therefore independent products always exist and they correspond to the
probabilistic notion of joint distribution assuming independence as it was our
goal	 Furthermore as a direct corollary of the general result in the previous
section about constrained limits we have
Proposition  Independent products are unique up to isomorphism
Finally we show that there are Cartesian liftings by Out for some inclusions	
Such inclusions are precisely what we shall need in the sequel for constraining
probabilistic automata	
Proposition 	 Let h

 p

i be a probability presentation and f   
 

be an inclusion such that P

f   A Cartesian lifting by Out for f
at h

 p

i is f  h pi  h

 p

i where p  P

ffgf where

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P

A

B

 is the conditional probability of A

given B


Proof
i It is straightforward to show that f is a morphism in Prob	
ii We now prove the envisaged universal property	 Let g  h

 p

i  h

 p

i
and h  

  be morphisms such that f h  g	 We have to verify that
h is a morphism in Prob	 We just consider the case when   h


P

h

fg P h

 
P

g

ffg P h

 
P

ffg  g

 P h


P

g



P

ffg
P f
 p	 
In the sequel we denote by f

h

 p

i the domain of the Cartesian lifting
by Out for f at h

 p

i	
 Stochastic matrixes
In this section we dene a precategory of stochastic matrixes Stx and extend
the work presented in the previous section having in mind the characteriza
tion of probabilistic automata	 Instead of presenting stochastic matrixes via
standard linear algebra constructs as usual we dene them as a family of
probability presentations	 By doing so we have a natural denition of the cor
responding category capitalizing on the morphisms introduced in the previous
section	
Denition 	 A nite stochastic matrix is a pair k  hS i such that

S is a nite set state space

  f
s
g
sS
where 
s
 hS p
s
i  jProbj for each s  S	
Note that the outcome space of all indexed probability presentations is the
state space of the matrix	 Taking into account this last remark we dene
a morphism between stochastic matrixes as a map between the state spaces
that is also a morphism in Prob for each probability presentation	
Denition 	 A stochastic matrix morphism f  k  k

is a morphism
f  
s
 

fs
in Prob for each s in S	
Clearly stochastic matrixes and their morphisms constitute a material
precategory Stx over Set with induced prefunctor St	
Guided by the envisaged categorical characterization of the aggregation of
probabilistic automata we provide a similar characterization for the Kronecker
product of matrixes	
PropDenition 	 The Kronecker product of two stochastic matrixes k

and k

is a stochastic matrix k

k

 hS

S

 

 

i such that 

 


s

s




s

 

s

for all s

 S

and s

 S

	

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An independent cone in Stx is a cone hk g

 g

i where g

 k  k

and
g

 k  k

are morphisms in Stx such that hhS p
s
i g

 g

i is an independent
cone in Prob for each s  S	 Hence it is straightforward to verify that the
Kronecker product of stochastic matrixes is an independent product in Stx	
We nally check that there are Cartesian liftings by St for some inclu
sions	 Such inclusions are precisely what we shall need in the sequel for state
constraining probabilistic automata	 We delay until the next section the il
lustration and interpretation of Cartesian liftings	
Proposition 	 Let hS

 

i be a stochastic matrix and f  S 
 S be an
inclusion such that P

fs
fS   for all s  S The Cartesian lifting by St
for f at hS

 

i is f  hS i  hS

 

i where 
s
 f


fs

Proof Straightforward using Proposition 		 
 Probabilistic automata
In this section we nally deal with deterministic probabilistic automata
providing a categorical characterization of their aggregation interconnection
and constraining	 Note that we need an alphabet of actions for labeling the
transitions so that we can dene the interconnection of automata via those
labels	 The use of transition labels is standard in the classical nonprobab
ilistic theory of interconnection of transition systems	 Therefore we expect
a probabilistic automata to provide a probability distribution over the state
space for each action a  A and state s  S	 Hence we are led to the following
denition
Denition 
 A probabilistic automaton is a triple m  hAS ki such that
A is a nite pointed set with distinguished element S is a nite pointed set
with distinguished element i and k  fk
a
g
aA
where each k
a
is a stochastic
matrix with space S such that k

is the identity matrix	
The elements of A are called actions	 The distinguished element is the idle
action	 The elements of S are called states	 The distinguished element is the
initial state	 Each k
a
is the transition matrix for action a	
Denition 
 A probabilistic automaton morphism f  hAS i  hA

 S

 

i
is a pair hf  fi where f  A  A

and f  S  S

are maps preserving dis
tinguished elements such that f  k
a
 k
fa
is a morphism in Stx for each
a  A	
The two components of the morphism are standard in the classical non
probabilistic theory of transition systems	 The requirement on the probability
front is very natural given the results of the previous section	 The concept
of zigzag morphism used to characterize probabilistic bisimulation  is a
special case of the proposed morphism	 They coincide when considering a
xed set of actions and a surjective map between the states	 Of course such

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surjective morphisms always compose but they are not enough to provide a
categorical characterization of state constraining as we envisage	
Clearly probabilistic automata and their morphisms constitute a material
precategory Aut over the category Set

 Set

with induced prefunctor Crs	
We turn now our attention to the basic mechanisms for combining probab
ilistic automata in order to provide a precategorical characterization for each
of them as a universal construct in Aut	
PropDenition 
 Let m

 hS

 A

 k

i and m

 hS

 A

 k

i be prob
abilistic automata	 Their aggregation is m

jjm

 hSA ki where

S  S

 S



A  A

A



k
a

a

 k
a

 k
a

for every a

 A

 a

 A

	
Clearly m

jjm

is an independent product in Aut	 We refrain from spelling
out the independence constraint	
Proposition 
 Let hS

 A

 k

i be a probabilistic automaton f  A 
 A

and f  S 
 S

be inclusions preserving distinguished elements such that
P

fa
fs
fS   for all s  S and a  A The Cartesian lifting by Crs for f
at hS

 A

 k

i is f  hSA ki  hS

 A

 k

i where k
a
 f

k
fa
 the domain
of the Cartesian lifting by St for f at k
fa

Proof Straightforward using the denition and Proposition 		 
In the sequel we denote by f

hA

X

 

i the domain of the Cartesian
lifting by Crs for f at hA

X

 

i	
We are ready to use Cartesian liftings for interconnecting probabilistic
automata	 The basic idea  originally proposed by Winskel for classical
nonprobabilistic machines see for instance   is as follows	 Given two
automata m

and m

 if we want to join them in parallel aggregation without
any interaction we just calculate their independent product	 But if we want
to impose some interaction for instance a calling interaction like whenever
action a

of m

happens then a

of m

should also happen we calculate the
domain of the Cartesian lifting over the appropriate inclusion of alphabets	
In the envisaged alphabet a

should always go together with a

	 The other
pairs involving a

are dropped	 Therefore we reach the following notion of
interconnection by action calling
Denition 
 Let m

 hA

 S

 k

i and m

 hA

 S

 k

i be probabilistic
automata and let a

be an action in A

and a

be an action in A

	 Then the
interconnection of m

and m

by a

calling a

is
m

jj
a

a

m

 f

m

jjm


where

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m

m

k
a












  k
a

 

 


  

 
Fig 

f  A

n fa

gA

  fha

 a

ig 
 A

A



f  id
S

S

	
Finally we are able to constrain probabilistic automata via Cartesian lift
ing	 By constraining we mean state constraining and therefore we want to
restrict the automata to a suitable subset of states	 The constraining is useful
for instance whenever we impose some property over the states and therefore
some of these states are dropped	 As it is expected constraining is obtained
by lifting an inclusion over the states leading us to the following denition
Denition 
	 Let m

 hS

 A

 k

i be probabilistic automaton and let S be
a subset of S

such that P

a

s
S   for all a

 A

and s  S	 Then the
constraining of m

to S is m

j
S
 f

m

 where

f  id
A



f  S 
 S

	
We are ready to give an example	 Consider the stochastic matrixes for two
probabilistic automata m

and m

with two states and two actions we refrain
from showing the stochastic matrix for the idle actions and from identifying
the initial state of each automaton presented in Fig	 	
The aggregation of these two automata will result in the automaton de
scribed in Fig	  still omitting the stochastic matrix for the joint idle action	
If we wish to interconnect m

and m

by a

calling a

then the resulting
automaton m is as in Fig	  again omitting the joint idle action	
Finally let us constrain m such that for instance the states hold the fol
lowing property s

 s

for all s

 S

and s

 S

	 In this case we get the
automaton dened in Fig	  again omitting the stochastic matrix for the idle
action	

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m

 m

jjm

k


 k
a

 k


a


h

 

i h

 

i h

 

i h

 

i
h

 

i    
h

 

i    
h

 

i    
h

 

i    
k
a

 k


 k
a




h

 

i h

 

i h

 

i h

 

i
h

 

i    
h

 

i    
h

 

i    
h

 

i    
k
a

 k
a

 k
a

a


h

 

i h

 

i h

 

i h

 

i
h

 

i    
h

 

i    
h

 

i    
h

 

i    
Fig 
	 Conclusions
Motivated by applications in probabilistic automata we proposed a relaxed
notion of category the concept of precategory as a special case of neocategory	
We developed the relevant fragment of the basic theory of precategories in
cluding constrained products and Cartesian liftings	 These precategorical
constructs deserved our special attention since we envisaged from the begin
ning to use them for characterizing the mechanisms for combining probabilistic
automata	 We also proved that some results carry over from classical category
theory and pointed out some results that do not hold in general for precat
egories	 The uniqueness up to isomorphism of these universal constructs was
studied in detail	
In the second part of the paper that we dedicated to applications we star
ted by presenting the precategories of probability presentations stochastic

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matrixes and probabilistic automata	 Then we provided a precategorical
characterization of free aggregation interconnection via action calling and
state constraining of probabilistic automata	 All mechanisms were shown
to correspond to universal constructions in the precategory of probabilistic
automata	 The proposed precategorical characterization of these mechanisms
together with the underlying notion of probabilistic automaton morphism con
stitute key ingredients of a compositional semantics for stochastic systems

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notwithstanding the need to work with precategories instead of categories	
Further work is under way in dierent directions	 A probabilistic auto
maton denes a Markov chain	 We expect to bring in results from the theory
of Markov chains such as those on recurrencetransience and rst passage
times	 On the other hand it may be worthwhile to explore the precategor
ical characterizations within the eld of Markov chains in particular and
stochastic processes in general	 The extension of the approach to noncount
able probability spaces is already under way	 The stochastic properties of the
proposed morphism will also be studied namely with respect to preservation
results	 A parallel development of the theory of precategories is mandatory	
Some very interesting results on adjunctions for precategories are presented
in 	
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